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Spring Summer 2024 Collection:
a tribute to Style and Passion

At Ripani - since over fifty years – we constantly feed ourselves on work and inspiration. 
Competence and creativity, rigour and enthusiasm. Everything to grant the everyday luxury of an 
authentically Made in Italy bag.

Our company has been able to inject these values into its products also thanks to the women who have 
succeeded one another over time in every area, from the production to the design, from the sales to the 
marketing; this is why Ripani dedicates this collection and its lines to them.

Just as each one of these wonderful ladies contributed with her own uniqueness to the company's 
success, Ripani's SS24 collection is composed of models with a strong identity and rich details, small 
treasures that together become the guardians of the Italian manufacturing tradition.

Among the materials, smooth leather or deerskin effect is flanked by the lightness of fabric and the 
summery flavour of raffia, linen and crochet; the sumptuousness of nappa leather and the brilliance of 
nappalack are matched by the elegance of the vegetal effect and the liveliness of vegetalised leather. 
Laminated leather is the final touch of brilliance among next summer's materials.

The chromatic range has been expanded, in fact you can see the more classic pastel shades flanked by 
some fluorescent colours that catalyse attention by further enhancing the lines.
Ripani's commitment to sustainability is reaffirmed - as it is every season - by the use of certified 
suppliers for all materials, of renewable sources of energy but also through the optimisation of leather 
scraps and their reuse.

The wide range of models re-proposes the stylistic features of our brand, alongside new shapes that 
combine elegance and practicality. There is room for the 'Double R' logo, symbolising the continuity of 
Ripani's values over the years, as well as the desire to propose creations suited to every context.
The details - be they workmanship or contrasting components - enhance each model, making it both 
up-to-date and stylistically durable, to guarantee over time the everyday luxury of an authentically 
Made in Italy bag. 
A Ripani bag.

 



SPRING SUMMER 24 COLLECTION



Adele - BH
Raffia cestino Rif. Pelle liscia
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 7381 BH
Size: 41 x 26 x 13 cm

439 Ecru/ Biscotto

091 Camelia/ Bianco

088 Eden/ Bianco

303 Nero

RAFFIA CESTINO rif. 
PELLE LISCIA

12

DESCRIPTION Summery and elegant, the sack bag in raffia with contrasting plain calf leather details of a clear and minimal 
taste, enriched with personalized rings, fascinates with its modern and versatile design. The combination of natural materials 
gives the woman who wears it an ethno-chic style, so perfect for summer.
MATERIALS Raffia with contrasting plain calf leather details. Zip closure. Inner lining  in pure cotton with zipper pocket and 
two mobile phone holders.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic in light gold colour.  Adjustable handle. Tone-on-tone embossed side logo.



Adele - JH
Tessuto Rif. Pelle liscia
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 7381 JH
Size: 41 x 26 x 13 cm

403 Ecru/ Nero

227 Blu/ Bianco

203 Blu/ Nero

439 Ecru/ Biscotto

TESSUTO rif. 
PELLE LISCIA

15

DESCRIPTION Capacious and light, the sack bag in jeans with contrasting plain calf leather details of a clear and minimal 
taste, enriched with personalized rings: a combination of natural materials that highlights the details of the unique and 
avant-garde style.
MATERIALS Jeans fabric (also available in a linen and viscose blend) with contrasting plain calf leather details. Zip closure. 
Inner lining  in pure cotton with zipper pocket and two mobile phone holders.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic in light gold colour.  Adjustable handle. Tone-on-tone embossed side logo.



Adele - OH
Vitello stampa cervo Rif. Pelle Liscia
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 7381 OH
Size: 41 x 26 x 13 cm

027 Bianco

091 Camelia/ Bianco

039 Biscotto

088 Eden/ Bianco

055 Rosso

002 Blu

003 Nero

VITELLO STAMPA CERVO 
rif. PELLE LISCIA

14

DESCRIPTION Capacious and practical, the leather sack bag of a clear and minimal taste, enriched with personalized rings, 
perfect for a casual-chic style. Two-tone version designed for those who want to stand out and who love the play of colours.
MATERIALS Grained calf leather with plain calf leather details. Zip closure. Inner lining  in pure cotton with zipper pocket and 
two mobile phone holders.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic in light gold colour.  Adjustable handle. Tone-on-tone embossed side logo.





Airone - BM
Tessuto Rif. Vitello stampa Cervo
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 7191 BM

Art. 7192 BM

Size: 28 x 33 x 14 cm

Size: 24 x 23 x 12 cm

TESSUTO rif. 
VITELLO STAMPA CERVO

9

427 Ecru/ Bianco

439 Ecru/ Biscotto

461 Ecru/ Sabbia

486 Ecru/Yellow

418 Ecru/ Viola

403 Ecru/ Nero

999 Multicolor

DESCRIPTION Beautiful, modern and super trendy the two models in linen and viscose blend with gritty leather details to 
highlight the fashion and avant-garde style, perfect for the summer. Comfort and style are the watchwords of this line.
MATERIALS Linen and viscose blend fabric with grained calf leather refinements. Unlined. Models completed with internal 
pocket with card holder and logo on metal label.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic in nickel colour. Removable shoulder strap in technical fabric with leather refinements. 
Tone-on-tone front embossed logo on external pocket.



Airone - OU
Vitello stampa Cervo
Accessories’ colour: Gun Metal

Art. 9291 OU

Art. 9292 OU

Size: 28 x 33 x 14 cm

Size: 24 x 13 x 12 cm

VITELLO STAMPA
CERVO

1

027 Bianco

061 Sabbia

055 Rosso CH

049 Acqua Marina

091 Camelia

089 Magenta

086 Yellow

088 Eden

087 Royal

018 Viola

003 Nero

Art. 9293 OU
Size: 18 x 16 x 15 cm

DESCRIPTION Airone line has become an icon, increasingly popular: glamorous, harmonious and 
fashionable, in soft double leather, completely unlined, embellished with an internal leather purse and  
bicoloured shoulder strap with: reinterpreted for the modern style.
MATERIALS Grained calf leather. Unlined. Laminated silver-coloured leather interior. Models are 
completed with internal zip pouch with logo on metal label.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic in gunmetal colour. Removable calf leather shoulder strap. 
Tone-on-tone front embossed logo.



Angela - OB
Vitello stampa bufalo
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 7461 OB

Art. 7462 OB

Size: 28 x 14 x 20 cm

Size: 33 x 14 x 25 cm

027 Bianco

004 Ecru

075 Orchidea

049 Acqua Marina

021 Rosa

055 Rosso

002 Blu

003 Nero

VITELLO STAMPA
BUFALO

5

DESCRIPTION An elegant and chic silhouette of the shopping bag and handbag, embellished by the splendid closure with 
the personalized double R light gold coloured metallic accessory, for a bag with a sophisticated design that enhances the style 
of who wears it. Ideal for a sophisticated look.
MATERIALS Large-grained calf leather. Inner lining  in pure cotton with zipper pocket and two mobile phone holders.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic in light-gold colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. Front personalized 
double R metal logo in  light-gold colour.



Anna - OJ
Vitello stampa Cervo
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 7244 OJ Art. 7245 OJ
Size: 14 x14 x 17 cmSize: 15 x 18 x 13 cm

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

1

027 Bianco

061 Sabbia

055 Rosso CH

049 Acqua M arina

091 Camelia

089 Magenta

086 Yellow

088 Eden

087 Royal

018 Viola

003 Nero

Art. 7242 OJ
Size: 26 x 30 x 23 cm

DESCRIPTION Bucket bags in three dimensions in soft double-faced leather, silver inside, completely 
unlined for a casual summer look. Versatile thanks to the modifiable silhouette that allows you to 
change the mood of the bag.
MATERIALS  Grained calf leather. Unlined. Laminated silver-coloured leather interior. Models are 
completed with internal zip pouch with logo on metal label.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic in nickel colour. Removable leather shoulder strap. Tone-on-tone 
embossed logo on the bottom of the bag.



Annalia - OF
Vitello stampa Cervo
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 7177 OF

Art. 7178 OF

Size: 24 x 9 x 16 cm

Size: 22 x 9 x 14 cm

027 Bianco

039 Biscotto

055 Rosso CH

089 Magenta

088 Eden

087 Royal

003 Nero

1
VITELLO STAMPA 

CERVO

DESCRIPTION Two gritty, practical and super cool camera bags made unique thanks to the laser-perforated leather with 
the stylized metal double R logo, allowing to express a strong personality. Ideal for glamorous outfits without sacrificing 
practicality.
MATERIALS Grained calf leather with laser perforation. Double zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket 
and two mobile phone pockets.
ACCESSORI Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps.
Stylized double R front logo in light gold-coloured metal.



Annalia - QN
Naplack
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

 Art. 7137  QN

Art. 7138 QN

Size: 24 x 9 x 16 cm

Size: 22 x 9 x 14 cm

NAPLACK

3

027 Bianco

061 Sabbia

055 Rosso CH

049 Acqua M arina

091 Camelia

089 Magenta

003 Nero

DESCRIPTION Fashion line of camera bags in naplak for those who love to follow the trends - practical and super cool: two 
models made unique thanks to the stylized logo in relief technique. Adjustable shoulder straps embellished by the chain 
element allow you to wear it comfortably as a crossbody bag. Ideal for glamorous outfits without sacrificing practicality.
MATERIALS Very soft patent calf leather naplak. Double zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and 
two mobile phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps with metal chain 
element. Stylized front logo in relief technique.



Claudia - OJ
Vitello stampa Cervo
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 7581 OJ

Art. 7583 OJ 

Size: 39 x 13 x 27 cm

Size: 27 x 14 x 26 cm

1

027 Bianco

004 Ecru

091 Camelia

049 Acqua M arina

039 Biscotto

055 Rosso

002 Blu

088 Eden

003 Nero

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

DESCRIPTION Trendy line with a refined and modern design, an exaltation of femininity without sacrificing comfort. 
Functional bags with practical front pockets embellished with the exclusive metal logo and a cascade of studs. Ideal for a 
flawless look on any occasion.
MATERIALS Grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone 
pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps.
Stylized double R front logo in nickel-colored metal.



Donatella - BH
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 7391  BH
Size: 26 x 16 x 12 cm

427 Ecru/ Bianco

439 Ecru/ Biscotto

091 Camelia/ Bianco

088 Eden/ Bianco

403 Ecru/ Nero

003 Nero

Raffia cestino Rif. Pelle liscia RAFFIA CEST rif. 
PELLE LISCIA

12

DESCRIPTION A chic combination of materials with a summer allure for the mini bag with leather details that frame the body 
of the raffia bag, embellished by a personalized gold metal accessory. By hand or as a cross body, it is a small casket suitable 
for storing the essentials.
MATERIALS Raffia with contrasting plain calf leather details. Flap closure with magnets. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip 
closure pocket and two mobile phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. Front logo on metal 
accessory light gold colour.



Art. 7391  LL
Size: 26 x 16 x 12 cm

Donatella - LL
Nappa
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

027 Bianco

Nero/ Nude/ Rosa/ Rosso 
997

Rosa/ Yellow/ Royal / Rosso 
998

003 Nero

NAPPA

6

DESCRIPTION Gritty and super trendy mini bag, thanks to the colour blocks and charms of the personalized gold metal 
accessory, it makes this bag exclusive and truly glamorous. Designed to give an avant-garde outfit even in everyday life.
MATERIALS Plain calf leather with silky touch. Flap closure with magnets. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket 
and two mobile phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. Front logo on metal 
accessory light gold colour.



Easy Backpack - OM
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 5056 OM

Art. 5796 OM

Art. 5795 OM

Art. 8001 OM

Size: 34x 31 x 8 cm

Size: 34x 31 x 8 cm

Size: 26 x 27 x 18 cm

Size: 28 x 32 x 13 cm

027 Bianco

004 Ecru

039 Biscotto

055 Rosso CH

088 Eden

087 Royal

003 Nero

Vitello stampa Cervo
1

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

DESCRIPTION The practicality of modern and always feminine backpacks for an essential and contemporary style. The four 
models created to meet the needs of comfort and everyday life, to be worn on many occasions.
MATERIALS Grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone 
pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic in nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. Tone-on-tone front 
embossed logo.



004 Ecru

039 Biscotto

Easy Daily - OM
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 3624 OM

Art. 7092 OM

Art. 8003 OM Art. 8007 OM

Size: 22 x 16 x 7 cm

Size: 27 x 16 x 2 cm

Size: 21 x 15 x 18 cm Size: 28 x 21 x 9 cm

027 Bianco

055 Rosso CH

049 Acqua M arina

091 Camelia

086 Yellow

003 Nero

002 Blu

Vitello stampa Cervo
1

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

DESCRIPTION The practical and compact models with clean and minimalist lines to store all the essentials - a faithful 
companion for city outings for those who want simplicity and comfort in a bag.
MATERIALS Grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone 
pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic in nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. Tone-on-tone front 
embossed logo.



004 Ecru

039 Biscotto

Easy Handy - OM
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 7070 OM

Art. 7083 OM

Art. 7086 OM Art. 7089 OM

Size: 31x 20 x 8 cm

Size: 31x 21 x 10 cm

Size: 28 x 21 x 9 cm Size: 28 x 19 x 3 cm

027 Bianco

055 Rosso CH

088 Eden

087 Royal

003 Nero

002 Blu

089 Magenta

Vitello stampa Cervo
1

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

DESCRIPTION Pretty multi-pocket crossbody bags with clean and minimalist lines to store all the essentials. Perfect for more 
casual outfits but also for an elegant evening to embellish a simple and one-coloured look.
MATERIALS Grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone 
pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic in nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps and metal chains. Tone-
on-tone front embossed logo



Art. 7070 OK

Art. 7083 OK

Art. 7086 OK Art. 7089 OK

Size: 31x 20 x 8 cm

Size: 31x 21 x 10 cm

Size: 28 x 21 x 9 cm Size: 28 x 19 x 3 cm

Easy Handy - OK
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

2

030 Argento

080 Platino

074 Salvia

075 Orchidea

021 Rosa

086 Yellow

055 Rosso CH

033 Bluette

Vitello stampa Cervo Laminato VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO LAMINATO

DESCRIPTION  Pretty multi-pocket shoulder bags in metallic leather to light up the outfit at any time of the day - a precious 
casket in which to keep only the most important things.
MATERIALS Grained metallic calf leather. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic in nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps and metal chains. 
Tone-on-tone front embossed logo.



Art. 7401 HH

Art. 7402 HH

Size: 22 x 17 x 9 cm

Size: 27 x 17 x 5 cm

Elena - HH
Pelle Liscia
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

027 Bianco

055 Rosso Ch

003 Nero

PELLE LISCIA

4

Bianco/ Nero / Sabbia
580

Nero/ Bianco/ Yellow
581

Camelia/ Bianco / Nero
582

DESCRIPTION Elegant and innovative line of contemporary mini-bags with a decidedly captivating structure with colour 
block inserts for a look with a new appeal.
MATERIALS Plain calf leather with silky touch. Flap “twist” closure or flap with magnets. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip 
closure pocket and credit cards holder.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. Front logo on metal 
accessory light gold colour.



Elisa - HH
Pelle liscia
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 7311 HH

Art. 7312 HH

Size: 26 x 22 x 10 cm

Size: 26 x 15 x 7 cm

027 Bianco

039 Biscotto

091 Camelia

055 Rosso

086 Yellow

002 Blu

088 Eden

003 Nero

PELLE LISCIA

4

DESCRIPTION Fantastic Bon Ton line of timeless mini bags with a sophisticated and refined design, embellished with a hand-
woven leather handle and personalized gold coloured metal ring. Ideal for a precious and glamorous look.
MATERIALS Plain calf leather with silky touch. Flap closure with magnets. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket 
and two mobile phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. Logo on personalized 
metal ring light gold colour.



Art. 7541 BL
Size: 36  x 15 x 23 cm

Evelina - BL
Misto Lino/ Viscosa rif. Pelle liscia semilucida
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

MISTO LINO/ VISCOSA rif. 
PELLE LISCIA SEMILUCIDA

10

427 Ecru/ Bianco

439 Ecru/ Biscotto

421 Ecru/ Rosa

451 Ecru/ Menta

403 Ecru/ Nero

DESCRIPTION Soft and capacious everyday bag in linen and viscose blend combined with semi-glossy plain leather - a 
combination of natural and ecological materials that highlights the details of a refined style. The spacious silhouette for a 
casual and feminine style. 
MATERIALS Textile linen and viscose blend and semi-glossy plain calf leather. Flap closure “twist” and zip. Inner lining in pure 
cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps.
Front logo on metal “twist” accessory nickel colour.



Evelina - OJ
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 7541 OJ
Size: 36  x 15 x 23 cm 

027 Bianco

091 Camelia

004 Ecru

088 Eden

087 Royal

003 Nero

039 Biscotto

002 Blu

Vitello stampa Cervo
1

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

DESCRIPTION A spacious silhouette of the soft day bag in grained leather with practical volumes, embellished with an 
exclusive wooden handle - the perfect companion for so many daily commitments, ideal for a casual-chic style.
MATERIALS Soft grained calf leather. Flap closure with “twist” and zip. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and 
two mobile phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps.
Front logo on metal “twist” accessory nickel colour.



Liberata - BO
Raffia Cestino Rif. Vitello stampa Cervo
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 7112 BO
Size: 34 x 30 x 10 cm

RAFFIA CESTINO + 
VITELLO STAMPA CERVO

11

427 Ecru/ Bianco

403 Ecru/ Nero

091 Camelia

088 Eden

003 Nero

DESCRIPTION Enveloping and practical bag in raffia with rounded shapes, embellished with a hand-woven leather handle for 
a romantic and modern look - a true hymn to the summer.
MATERIALS Raffia with contrasting grained calf leather details. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket 
and two mobile phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps.
Silver-coloured front embossed logo on leather label.



Liberata - OJ
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 7062 OJ
Size: 34 x 30 x 10 cm

027 Bianco

091 Camelia

088 Eden

087 Royal

003 Nero

039 Biscotto

002 Blu

055 Rosso CH

086 Yellow

Vitello stampa Cervo
1

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

DESCRIPTION The curved lines of the hobo bag in grained leather underline the soft and capacious silhouette and give 
comfort and femininity, embellished by the hand-woven leather handle, enhancing its glamorous and metropolitan style.
MATERIALS Soft grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone 
pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps.
Tone-on-tone front embossed logo.



Lina - LL
Nappa
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 7072 LL
Size: 27 x 17 x 10 cm

027 Bianco

085 Nude

039 Biscotto

021 Rosa

055 Rosso CH

086 Yellow

087 Royal

003 Nero

NAPPA

6

DESCRIPTION With an exclusive design for an easy-chic style, a compact shoulder bag in very soft nappa leather with refined 
shapes and embellished by the hand-woven leather handle. Ideal for an exclusive and romantic look.
MATERIALS Soft calf leather nappa. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone 
pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. Tone-on-tone front 
embossed logo.





Lina - QN
Naplack
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold NAPLACK

3

027 Bianco

061 Sabbia

055 Rosso CH

049 Acqua Marina

091 Camelia

089 Magenta

003 Nero

Art. 7072 QN
Size: 27 x 17 x 10 cm

DESCRIPTION Gritty shoulder bag in naplak with refined shapes and a sophisticated design, embellished by the hand-woven 
leather handle, created for those who love to stand out. Ideal for lighting up any outfit and spending leisure moments with 
style.
MATERIALS Soft patent leather naplak. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone 
pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. Tone-on-tone front 
embossed logo.



Lucia - LL
Nappa
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 7298 LL

Art. 7299 LL

Size: 37 x 15 x 30 cm

Size: 37 x 15 x 30 cm

027 Bianco

085 Nude

039 Biscotto

021 Rosa

055 Rosso CH

086 Yellow

087 Royal

003 Nero

NAPPA

6

DESCRIPTION Two wonderful Maxi bags with practical volumes and a clean and essential design compose a passe-partout 
line for a casual-chic and functional style. Embellished by the wooden accessory. Dedicated to all women who love comfort 
and elegance in a bag at the same time.
MATERIALS Soft and light calf leather nappa. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile 
phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. Gold-coloured front 
embossed logo.



Luisa - BM
Tessuto Rif. Vitello stampa cervo
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 7251 BM

Art. 7255 BM

Size: 32 x 23 x 12 cm

Size: 38 x 35 x 12 cm

427 Ecru/ Bianco

227 Blu/ Bianco

461 Ecru/Sabbia

439 Ecru/ Biscotto

486 Ecru/Yellow

418 Ecru/ Viola

403 Ecru/ Nero

TESSUTO rif VITELLO 
STAMPA CERVO

9

DESCRIPTION In the wake of the “mix and match” trend, RIPANI offers two tote bags with soft and enveloping shapes that 
stand out for their modern design. A combination of linen and viscose bland and bold details in contrasting leather and 
ribbon shoulder strap, highlights the sophisticated and avant-garde style, perfect for summer.
MATERIALS Textile linen and viscose blend with grained calf leather details.  Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip 
closure pocket and two mobile phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable shoulder strap in technical fabric with leather 
refinements. Tone-on-tone embossed logo on the bottom of the bag.



Art. 7251 OJ

Art. 7255 OJ

Size: 32 x 23 x 12 cm

Size: 38 x 35 x 12 cm

Luisa - OJ
Accessories’ colour: Nichel

027 Bianco

061 Sabbia

055 Rosso CH

039 Biscotto

089 Magenta

086 Yellow

088 Eden

087 Royal

003 Nero

Vitello stampa Cervo
1

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

DESCRIPTION The two tote bags with sober details and generous volumes. The glamorous effect is given by the beautiful 
contrasting shoulder strap in technical fabric with the leather refinements, which can also be worn as a crossbody bag. 
Created to enhance the modern style. Comfort and class are the watchwords of this line.
MATERIALS Soft grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone 
pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable shoulder strap in technical fabric with leather 
refinements. Tone-on-tone front embossed logo.



Maria - OJ
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 7101 OJ
Size: 29 x 18 x 8,5 cm

027 Bianco

004 Ecru

091 Camelia

088 Eden

087 Royal

003 Nero

039 Biscotto

002 Blu

Vitello stampa Cervo
1

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

DESCRIPTION Stylish multi-pocket crossbody embellished with a wooden handle and personalized ribbon shoulder strap for 
a casual-chic style and everyday outfits without sacrificing practicality.
MATERIALS Soft grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and credit cards holder.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable personalized ribbon shoulder strap. Silver-
coloured front embossed logo on “diamond” leather element.



Maria - VN
Pelle liscia Semilucida
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 7161 VN
Size: 29 x 18 x 8,5 cm

027 Bianco

021 Rosa

039 Biscotto

051 Menta

003 Nero

PELLE LISCIA 
SEMILUCIDA

7

DESCRIPTION Stylish multi-pocket bag in semi-glossy plain leather embellished by the chain shoulder strap with a modern 
and glamorous design, created to light up the outfit at any time of the day.
MATERIALS Semi-glossy plain calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and credit cards 
holder.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable shoulder strap in metal chain threaded with leather. Silver-
coloured front embossed logo on “diamond” leather element.



Art. 7571 BO
Size: 34x 23 x 10 cm

Maruska - BO
Raffia Rif. Vitello stampa cervo
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

427 Ecru/ Bianco

403 Ecru/ Nero

091 Camelia

088 Eden

003 Nero

RAFFIA CESTINO rif. 
VITELLO STAMPA CERVO

11

DESCRIPTION Elegant handbag with a decidedly captivating structure with clean lines and the characteristic rounded shape 
design that emphasizes the feminine style, thanks to the wise combination of raffia and leather and double wooden handle. 
For a summery and refined look.
MATERIALS Raffia and grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile 
phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder strap.
Gold-coloured front embossed logo on leather label.



Maruska - BD
Raffia bicolore Rif. Vitello stampa cervo
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

403 Ecru/ Nero

503 Camel/ Nero

455 Ecru/ Rosso

913 Camelia/ Nero

883 Eden/ Nero

RAFFIA BICOLORE rif.
VITELLO STAMPA CERVO

13

Art. 7571 BD
Size: 34x 23 x 10 cm

DESCRIPTION Elegant handbag with a decidedly captivating structure with clean lines and the characteristic rounded shape 
design that emphasizes the feminine style, thanks to the wise combination of bicoloured raffia and leather. For a summery 
and refined look.
MATERIALS Bicoloured raffia and grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two 
mobile phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder strap.
Gold-coloured front embossed logo on leather label.



Maruska - OO
Vitello stampa Cervo
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

027 Bianco

227 Blu/ Bianco

397 Biscotto/ Bianco

386 Nero/ Yellow

388 Nero/ Eden

003 Nero

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

1

Art. 7571 OO
Size: 34x 23 x 10 cm

INT

INT

INT

INT

INT

INT

EST

EST

EST

EST

EST

EST

DESCRIPTION Elegant handbag with a decidedly captivating structure with clean lines and the characteristic rounded shape 
design that emphasizes the feminine style. Thanks to the colour blocks this bag becomes exclusive and truly glamorous. 
Designed to dare with class even in everyday life.
MATERIALS Grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone 
pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder strap. Tone-on-tone front 
embossed logo.



Medinilla - OJ
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 8603 OJ

Art. 8609 OJ Art. 8614 OJ

Art. 8602 OJ
Size: 31x 22  x 10 cm

Size: 20x 14 x 10 cm Size: 16x 20 x 4 cm

Size: 27x 18 x 14 cm

027 Bianco

061 Sabbia

049 Acqua M arina

091 Camelia

089 Magenta

086 Yellow

088 Eden

087 Royal

018 Viola

055 Rosso Ch

003 Nero

Vitello stampa Cervo
1

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

DESCRIPTION Fashionable and innovative line embellished with side ruches, it embodies current 
trends, emphasizing femininity. Trendy and at the same time very practical, suitable for any situation.
MATERIALS Grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and 
two mobile phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. 
Tone-on-tone front embossed logo.



Art. 8609 OL Art. 8614 OL

Art. 8602 OL

Size: 20x 14 x 10 cm Size: 16x 20 x 4 cm

Size: 27x 18 x 14 cm

Medinilla - OL
Vitello stampa cervo laminato
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO LAMINATO

2

030 Argento

080 Platino

074 Salvia

075 Orchidea

021 Rosa

086 Yellow

055 Rosso CH

033 Bluette

DESCRIPTION Fashionable and innovative line embellished with side ruches, it embodies current trends, emphasizing 
femininity. Trendy and at the same time very practical, perfect for lighting up the outfit at any time of the day.
MATERIALS Grained metallic calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile 
phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. Tone-on-tone front 
embossed logo.





Miranda - BD
Raffia bicolore Rif. Vitello stampa Cervo
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 7351 BD

Art. 7352 BD

Size: 32 x 22 x 11 cm

Size: 36 x 31 x 12 cm

RAFFIA BICOLORE rif. 
VITELLO STAMPA CERVO

13

403 Ecru/ Nero

503 Camel/ Nero

455 Ecru/ Rosso

913 Camelia/ Nero

883 Eden/ Nero

DESCRIPTION Glamorous line with a strong character in exclusive bicoloured raffia combined with grained leather - a 
sophisticated design that enhances the style. Ideal for a refined look for a woman who wants to be essential with style.
MATERIALS Bicoloured raffia and grained calf leather. Zip closure. Unlined. Models completed with internal pocket with  zip 
closure and two mobile phone holders.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder strap.
Gold-coloured front embossed logo on leather label.



Nadia - BF
Paglia Crochet Rif. Vitello stampa cervo
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

403 Ecru/ Nero

005 Camel

091 Camelia

003 Nero

PAGLIA CROCHET rif. 
VITELLO STAMPA CERVO

8

Art. 7451 BF

Art. 7452 BF

Size: 36 x 27 x 11 cm

Size: 22 x 25 x 11 cm

DESCRIPTION In the wake of the “mix and match” trend, RIPANI offers the two marvellous models in crochet straw with gritty 
leather details to highlight the sophisticated and avant-garde style, so perfect for summer.
MATERIALS Crochet straw with grained calf leather details. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and 
two mobile phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps.
Silver-coloured front embossed logo on leather label.



Nadia - OJ
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 9261 OJ
Size: 36 x 27 x 11 cm

027 Bianco

061 Sabbia

055 Rosso CH

039 Biscotto

089 Magenta

086 Yellow

088 Eden

087 Royal

002 Blu

003 Nero

Vitello stampa Cervo
1

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

DESCRIPTION A gorgeous bag created for a cosmopolitan woman. Modern and versatile design of a passe-partout line with a 
personalized ribbon shoulder strap and an editable silhouette allow to change the mood of the bag. 
MATERIALS Grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone 
pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable personalized ribbon shoulder strap. Front logo in 
metal lettering nickel colour.





Nadia - OL
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 9261 OL
Size: 36 x 27 x 11 cm

030 Argento

080 Platino

074 Salvia

075 Orchidea

021 Rosa

Vitello stampa Cervo Laminato
2

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO LAMINATO

DESCRIPTION A gorgeous bag in metallic leather created for a cosmopolitan woman. Modern and versatile design of a 
passe-partout line with an editable silhouette that allows to change the mood of the bag. Ideal for a woman who wants to be 
essential with style. 
MATERIALS Grained metallic calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile 
phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. Front logo in metal 
lettering nickel colour.



Nevia - BD
Raffia Bicolore Rif. Vitello stampa Cervo
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 7421 BD
Size: 33 x 24 x 14 cm

RAFFIA BICOLORE rif.
VITELLO STAMPA CERVO

13

403 Ecru/ Nero

503 Camel/ Nero

455 Ecru/ Rosso

913 Camelia/ Nero

883 Eden/ Nero

DESCRIPTION A glamorous model in bicoloured raffia with leather details that frame the body of the bag embellished by the 
half-moon closure and wooden handle -a chic combination of materials with a summer allure, making it truly exclusive. Ideal 
for a neat and romantic outfit.
MATERIALS Bicoloured raffia with grained calf leather details. Flap with a “push” closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip 
closure pocket and two mobile phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder strap.
Tone-on-tone front embossed logo on half-moon leather accessory.



Nevia - OJ
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 7421 OJ
Size: 33 x 24 x 14 cm

027 Bianco

039 Biscotto

055 Rosso CH

088 Eden

087 Royal

003 Nero

002 Blu

089 Magenta

Vitello stampa Cervo
1

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

DESCRIPTION Trendy and Bon Ton handbag, embellished with a half-moon closure and wooden handle. The sophisticated 
design enhances the style of the woman who loves a sophisticated and glamorous look. 
MATERIALS Grained calf leather. Flap with a “push” closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile 
phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder strap. Tone-on-tone front 
embossed logo on half-moon leather accessory.



Art. 5163 BO
Size: 15 x 7 x 12 cm

Raggio - BO
Raffia cestino Rif. Vitello stampa cervo
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

427 Ecru/ Bianco

403 Ecru/ Nero

091 Camelia

088 Eden

003 Nero

RAFFIA CESTINO rif. 
VITELLO STAMPA CERVO

11

DESCRIPTION A  fanciful micro bag in raffia embellished with a wooden handle for storing all the essentials. Perfect for a 
glamorous and trendy look to spend splendid summer evenings with style.
MATERIALS Raffia with grained calf leather details. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with metallic label with logo.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable wooden handle. Gold-coloured front embossed logo on 
leather label.



Raggio - LL
Nappa
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 5163 LL
Size: 15 x 7 x 12 cm

027 Bianco

085 Nude

039 Biscotto

021 Rosa

055 Rosso CH

086 Yellow

087 Royal

003 Nero

NAPPA

6

DESCRIPTION A  fanciful micro bag in soft and light nappa for storing all the essentials. Dedicated to both a young audience 
and a dynamic woman who loves a glamorous and fashionable look. 
MATERIALS Soft and light calf leather nappa. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with metallic label with logo.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable shoulder strap in metal chain. Tone-on-tone front embossed 
logo.



SPRING SUMMER 24 COLLECTION



Raggio - OL
Vitello stampa cervo laminato
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO LAMINATO

2

030 Argento

080 Platino

074 Salvia

075 Orchidea

021 Rosa

086 Yellow

055 Rosso CH

033 Bluette

Art. 5163 OL
Size: 15 x 7 x 12 cm

DESCRIPTION A fanciful and luminous micro bag  in metallic leather dedicated to both a young audience and a dynamic 
woman who loves a glamorous and fashionable look. Perfect to illuminate special moments. 
MATERIALS Grained metallic calf leather nappa. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with metallic label with logo.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable shoulder strap in metal chain. Tone-on-tone front embossed 
logo.





Roberta - OC
Vitello stampa cervo
Accessories’ colour: Gun Metal

Art. 7211 OC

Art. 7212 OC

Size: 40 x 29 x 10 cm

Size: 36 x 25 x 10  cm

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

1

027 Bianco

004 Ecru

091 Camelia

088 Eden

003 Nero

039 Biscotto

049 Acqua M arina

DESCRIPTION Thanks to an elegant and contemporary silhouette with a stylized logo in relief technique, the multi-pocket line 
is perfect for a business woman. The touch of charm adds the refined bell-shaped key ring accessory.
MATERIALS Grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone 
pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic gunmetal colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. Stylized front logo in 
relief technique.



Roma - OC
Vitello stampa cervo
Accessories’ colour: Gun Metal

Art. 7231 OC

Art. 7233 OC

Size: 34 x 21x 15 cm

Size: 38 x 26x 13 cm

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

1

027 Bianco

061 Sabbia

088 Eden

087 Royal

003 Nero

039 Biscotto

DESCRIPTION Glamorous line with a strong character in bicolored leather, with a sophisticated design, embellished by the 
stylized logo in relief technique,. Ideal for a refined look for a woman who wants to be essential with style.
MATERIALS Grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone 
pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic gunmetal colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. Stylized front logo in 
relief technique.



Sabrina - LL
Nappa
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 7512 LL

Art. 7511 LL

Size: 26 x 16 x 9 cm

Size: 33 x 23 x 13 cm

027 Bianco

085 Nude

039 Biscotto

021 Rosa

055 Rosso CH

003 Nero

NAPPA

6

DESCRIPTION Sophisticated line in soft nappa leather with quilting with a “padded” effect, embellished by the double R logo 
in gold-coloured metal on the flap and by the leather and chain shoulder straps. A wonderful accessory to complete a refined 
and classy look.
MATERIALS Soft calf leather nappa with quilting with a “padded” effect. Flap closure with magnets and zip closure. Inner 
lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone pockets o credit cards holder.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Leather and metal chain shoulder straps. Gold-coloured stylized front 
metal logo.



SPRING SUMMER 24 COLLECTION



Sara - OO
Vitello stampa cervo
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 7141 OO

Art. 7144 OO

Size: 24 x 21x  7 cm

Size: 27 x 18 x 9 cm

1

027 Bianco

088 Eden

087 Royal

002 Blu

003 Nero

039 Biscotto

055 Rosso CH

089 Magenta

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

DESCRIPTION The contemporary design emphasizes the feminine style of two shoulder bags with elegant and timeless 
shapes. Embellished by the leather band with stylized logo in relief technique and gold-coloured metal jewel element on the 
flap, perfect for a cosmopolitan woman who searches a look with a new appeal.
MATERIALS Grained calf leather. Flap with a “push” closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile 
phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. Stylized logo in relief 
technique on the flap and logo on metal accessory light golod colour.



Sole - BF
Paglia Crochet Rif. Vitello stampa cervo
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

403 Ecru/ Nero

005 Camel

091 Camelia

003 Nero

PAGLIA CROCHET rif. 
VITELLO STAMPA CERVO

8

Art. 5531 BF
Size: 26 x 9 x 13 cm

DESCRIPTION The sophisticated timeless clutch bag in crochet straw for a romantic summer look. Perfectly and skilfully 
elegant and functional, a delightful treasure chest of secrets to wear for pleasant summer evenings.
MATERIALS Crochet straw with grained calf leather details. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and 
credit cards holder.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable metal chain shoulder strap.
Gold-coloured front embossed logo on leather label.



Sole - LL
Nappa
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 5531 LL
Size: 26 x 9 x 13 cm

027 Bianco

085 Nude

039 Biscotto

021 Rosa

055 Rosso CH

086 Yellow

087 Royal

003 Nero

NAPPA

6

DESCRIPTION The sophisticated timeless pochette in soft nappa leather, perfectly and skilfully elegant and functional, a 
delightful treasure chest of secrets to illuminate the special moments of a woman who always wants to be chic with sobriety.
MATERIALS Soft calf leather nappa. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and credit cards holder.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable metal chain shoulder strap. Tone-on-tone front embossed 
logo.





Sole - OL
Vitello stampa cervo laminato
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 5531 OL
Size: 26 x 9 x 13 cm

030 Argento

080 Platino

074 Salvia

075 Orchidea

021 Rosa

086 Yellow

055 Rosso CH

033 Bluette

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO LAMINATO

2

DESCRIPTION Essential pochette in metallic leather, perfect for lighting up monochromatic outfits giving a glamorous and 
elegant note. Ideal for ceremonies and to spend leisure moments in style.
MATERIALS Grained metallic calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and credit cards 
holder.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable metal chain shoulder strap. Tone-on-tone front embossed 
logo.



Sole - QN
Naplack
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

Art. 5531 QN
Size: 26 x 9 x 13 cm

NAPLACK

3

027 Bianco

061 Sabbia

055 Rosso CH

049 Acqua M arina

091 Camelia

089 Magenta

003 Nero

DESCRIPTION Essential pochette in soft patent leather naplak, perfect for those who love to stand out, but at the same time 
want a glamorous and elegant look. Ideal for ceremonies and to spend leisure moments in style.
MATERIALS Soft patent  calf leather naplak. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and credit cards 
holder.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable metal chain shoulder strap. Tone-on-tone front embossed 
logo.



Stella - OW
Vitello stampa cervo 
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 5542 OW

Art. 5545 OW

Size: 26 x 19 x 15 cm

Size: 18 x 14 x 12 cm

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

1

027 Bianco

061 Sabbia

049 Acqua M arina

091 Camelia

089 Magenta

086 Yellow

088 Eden

087 Royal

018 Viola

055 Rosso Ch

003 Nero

DESCRIPTION Fashion line with decidedly gritty and super cool shapes to store all the essentials. Its 
character is underlined by the shoulder strap in technical fabric with leather refinements. Dedicated 
to both a young audience and a dynamic woman who loves a glamorous and fashionable look.
MATERIALS Grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and 
two mobile phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable shoulder strap in 
technical fabric with leather refinements. Tone-on-tone front embossed logo.



Stella - OK
Vitello stampa cervo lamintao 
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 5542 OK

Art. 5545 OK

Size: 26 x 19 x 15 cm

Size: 18 x 14 x 12 cm

030 Argento

080 Platino

074 Salvia

075 Orchidea

021 Rosa

086 Yellow

055 Rosso CH

033 Bluette

2
VITELLO STAMPA 

CERVO LAMINATO

DESCRIPTION Fashion line with decidedly gritty and super cool shapes  in metallic leather , to store all the essentials. Its 
character is underlined by the shoulder strap in technical fabric with leather refinements. Dedicated to both a young audience 
and a dynamic woman who loves a glamorous and fashionable look.
MATERIALS Grained metallic calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile 
phone pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable shoulder strap in technical fabric with leather 
refinements. Tone-on-tone front embossed logo.



Art. 7273 OO

Art. 7274 OO

Size: 32 x 13 x 27 cm

Size: 28 x 10 x 20 cm

Susanna - OO
Vitello stampa cervo
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

1

027 Bianco

004 Ecru

055 Rosso CH

039 Biscotto

089 Magenta

086 Yellow

088 Eden

087 Royal

002 Blu

003 Nero

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

DESCRIPTION Two models with a clean and essential design compose a passe-partout line for a casual-chic and functional 
style. Embellished with personalized ribbon shoulder straps and dedicated to all women who love comfort and elegance in a 
bag at the same time.
MATERIALS Grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone 
pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable and adjustable personalized ribbon shoulder strap. Gold-
coloured front embossed logo.



Art. 7124  OO

Art. 7123 OO

Size: 36 x 27 x 11 cm

Size: 32 x 22 x 17 cm

Tamara - OO
Vitello stampa cervo
Accessories’ colour: Light Gold

VITELLO STAMPA 
CERVO

1

027 Bianco

004 Ecru

055 Rosso CH

039 Biscotto

089 Magenta

086 Yellow

088 Eden

087 Royal

002 Blu

003 Nero

DESCRIPTION An essential and functional line thanks to the practical pockets on the backside of the bag, embellished by the 
light gold-coloured rectangular handle attachments: from a contemporary aesthetic with timeless charm. Perfectly suited for 
a casual chic style of a refined woman.
MATERIALS Grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone 
pockets.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic light gold colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. Gold-coloured  front 
metal lettering logo.



Art. 6181 BO

Art. 6183 BO

Size: 28 x 12 x 18 cm

Size: 19 x 12 x 13 cm

Vesuvio - BO
Raffia Cestino Rif. Vitello stampa cervo
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

427 Ecru/ Bianco

403 Ecru/ Nero

091 Camelia

088 Eden

003 Nero

RAFFIA CESTINO rif. 
VITELLO STAMPA CERVO

11

439 Ecru/ Biscotto

DESCRIPTION Light and trendy line in raffia with bold external pockets in grained leather - exclusive design for an ethno-chic 
style. Perfect for a romantic and modern look - a true hymn to the warm season.
MATERIALS Grained calf leather and raffia. Zip closure. Unlined.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder straps. Tone-on-tone front 
embossed logo.



Viviana - OB
Vitello stampa bufalo
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 7431 OB

Art. 7433 OB

Size: 33 x 23 x 9 cm

Size: 26 x 17 x 8 cm

027 Bianco

004 Ecru

075 Orchidea

049 Acqua M arina

021 Rosa

055 Rosso

002 Blu

003 Nero

VITELLO STAMPA 
BUFALO

5

DESCRIPTION Practical multi-pocket crossbody bags with character thanks to the large grain leather with a clean and minimal 
design for storing all the essentials - a faithful companion for outings in the city for those who want simplicity and comfort in a 
bag.
MATERIALS Large-grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone 
pockets or credit cards holder.
ACCESSORIES Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder strap. Tone-on-tone front 
embossed logo.



Viviana - OJ
Vitello stampa Cervo
Accessories’ colour: Nickel

Art. 7431 OJ

Art. 7433 OJ

Size: 33 x 23 x 9 cm

Size: 26 x 17 x 8 cm

COMBO COLORI VITELLO 
STAMPA CERVO

16

Ecru /Bianco / Sabbia
578

Eden /Bianco / Sabbia
577

Magenta /Bianco / Viola
575

Yellow /Royal / Bianco
576

Biscotto /Ecru / Nero
579

DESCRIPTION Gritty multicolor shoulder bags with clean lines to store all the essentials. Trendy and at the same time very 
practical, perfect for lighting up the outfit at any time of the day.
MATERIALS Grained calf leather. Zip closure. Inner lining in pure cotton with zip closure pocket and two mobile phone 
pockets or credit cards holder.
ACCESSORIE Nickel-free galvanic nickel colour. Removable and adjustable leather shoulder strap. Tone-on-tone front 
embossed logo.



UNI EN ISO 9001:2015
QUALITY SYSTEM CERTIFICATION

Ripani Bags

DAL 1967

RIPANI ITALIANA PELLETTERIE SRL SB
Via Botticelli, 3

64018 Tortoreto (TE) Italy

Tel. +39 0861 788128 - Fax +39 0861 788860
staff@ripani.com - www.ripani.com


